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Introduction

ØCEPC will be a versatile 

machine with many opportunities
üHiggs factory @~240 GeV
üDiboson factory @~160 GeV
üZ factory @~90 GeV

Ø@~360 GeV it can also be a 
playground for

üTop quark precision 
measurements

üHiggs complementary 
measurements

üBSM searches
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Top quark mass measurements

ATLAS-CONF-2023-066, CMS-PAS-TOP-22-001 for Run1
New results such as CMS Eur. Phys. J. C 83 (2023) 963 with 370 MeV using Rum2

ØThe top “pole” mass is measured 
using top reconstruction at hadron 
colliders 
üHeavily relies on the performance of 

MET (the neutrino) and jet energy 
scale/resolution

ØATLAS+CMS combined measurements 
(15) reached a level of uncertainties of 
330 MeV dominated by systematic 
uncertainties

ØVery difficult to further improve the 
precision due to dominant systematic 
uncertainties at hadron colliders
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𝑡 ̅𝑡 threshold scan

Øee-colliders provide not only the top 
reconstruction method but also the 𝑡 ̅𝑡
threshold scan

ØThe scan is made against 𝑠 and cross-
section is the direct observable

ØThis brings measurements of top mass and
a couple of other parameters
üTop width
üTop Yukawa coupling
üαS

EPJC 73,(2013)2530
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Our setup
Comput. Phys. Commun. 209 (2016) 96-115
JHEP 1802 (2018) 125ØUse the package “QQbar_threshold” to

calculate cross-section near threshold in ee-
colliders at N3LO in resummed non-relativistic
perturbation theory
üCoulomb interactions between the quark and the

antiquark leading to a strong enhancement of the
cross section is included

üTo avoid IR renormalon ambiguities, the PS shift
(PSS) mass scheme is applied by default in the
package

üISR effects are also included in the package
ØWe integrate luminosity spectrum (LS) by a

Gaussian function with the CEPC expected beam
energy spread (~500 MeV) as a function of 𝑠
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LS in linear/circular colliders

ØThe luminosity spectrum at linear 
colliders is obviously worse than 
circular colliders given that the 
particles with energy loss are not 
removed by the bending 
magnets

ØThis can substantially change the 
cross-section curve at around the 
tt threshold

EPJC 73,(2013)2530 
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LS @ CEPC

ØThe beam energy resolution increases as a function of 𝑠
Ø The luminosity spectrum is shown for 𝑠=350 GeV with a width of ~480 MeV
ØSimilar to the FCC-ee scenario
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XS at the #𝑡𝑡 threshold with CEPC 8



Which energy to collide with?

ØAround the 𝑡 ̅𝑡 threshold, we need 
to identify the energy point(s) that 
contain(s) the most sensitivity

ØConstruct Fisher information to test 
the energy point(s)

ØLarger amplitudes implies richer 
information and higher sensitivities
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Statistical uncertainty of 1D scan

ØAiming at measuring one parameter at a time (1D), given limited total 

luminosity:
üOnly colliding at one optimal energy point would give the best sensitivity
üThis is tested with many different scenarios: one vs multiples energy points, un-

even luminosity allocation etc.

ØThe precision of statistical-only one-parameter measurement using one 
optimal energy point @CEPC is calculated

All are stats-only 
here
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Uncertainties: statistics

ØStatistical uncertainties are 
calculated under the total 
luminosity of 100 fb−1

ØAll luminosity is allocated on 
one single energy point, i.e. 
the optimal energy point 
that can be inferred by 
Fisher information

ØThis ends up with a 
statistical error of 9 MeV, 
compared to 21 MeV from 
CLIC where the luminosity is 
distributed for 10 energy 
points evenly
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Uncertainties: theory
ØTheoretical uncertainty on 

the cross section calculation 
is assumed as
ü3% based on the current 

calculations on the 
market

ü1% that might be 
achieved by the time of 
CEPC, optimistically

ØThis ends up with theoretical 
uncertainties of 8 (24) MeV, 
compared to 18 (56) MeV 
CLIC where the same 
assumption is used
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Uncertainties: 𝛼! and width

ØαS and width are the inputs 
for this 1D top mass 
measurement

ØαS uncertainty is taken as 
0.0007, while width is 
varied by 0.14 GeV (CMS 
constraint 2014)

ØαS uncertainty leads to 17 
MeV on top mass, 
comparable to CLIC

ØWidth uncertainty results in 
10 MeV on top mass
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Uncertainties: experimental efficiency

ØExperimental efficiency of 
the future detectors is yet to 
know

ØAssume possible scenarios of 
uncertainties 0.5%, 1%, 3% 
and 5% that impacts signal 
rates directly

ØThis leads to top mass 
uncertainties of 5, 10, 27, 44 
MeV, respectively
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Uncertainties: background
ØBackground is considered 

to be subtracted cleanly 
from the observed data. 
But their uncertainties 
could affect the 
measurement

ØAssuming background 
uncertainties of 1% and 5% 
will give 2 and 14 MeV on 
top mass measurement
üThis is similar to CLIC 

that has 18 MeV 
uncertainty of top 
mass from 5% 
background variations, 
given the low level of 
background
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Uncertainties: luminosity spectrum

ØLS is varied for 10% and 
20% that result in 
uncertainties of 3 and 6 
MeV on top mass

üLS is varied for 10% and 
20% that result in 
uncertainties of 3 and 6 
MeV on top mass
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Uncertainties: luminosity spectrum

ØAdditionally, we evaluate 
the prospect of reducing 
CEPC LS by -20% and -50% 
of the current LS

üThese give top mass 
error of 9.0 and 8.4 MeV 
wrt the nominal one (9.1 
MeV)

üThe CEPC LS seems 
already excellent for this 
measurement, and large 
improvements of LS 
would not sizably 
improve top mass 
precision
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Uncertainties: total

ØCEPC is expected to 
measure the top quark 
mass with the total 
uncertainties of 24 and 
57 MeV (dominated by 
the experimental 
efficiency), considering 
two different scenarios

ØCompared to ~100 MeV 
of top mass uncertainty 
from CLIC (dominated by 
the LS uncertainty)
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2D scans

ØBesides top mass, width and αS are also of great interests

ØWe try to extract two parameters at one time with 2D scans
üBesides the optimal energy point for top mass, one additional energy point 

is needed

ØThe energy point that is optimal to top mass will always be included, 
while the additional energy point to level up the sensitivity for the 
second parameter to measure will be located

ØStatistical-only studies are performed
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2D scans for mtop vs αS
Ø Ideally taking the two optimal energy points for top mass 

and αS would give the best precision on both, but these 
two energy points are too close, resulting in the same 
constraint pattern (shown in 1 & 2)

ØTo close the constraint contour, an energy point away 
from optimal for α_S is taken. This introduces a different 
correlation and can close the contour (shown in 3)

1 2 3

1 3
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2D scans for mtop vs αS
ØA quick comparison to CLIC
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2D scans for mtop vs width
ØThe choice for width is simpler, as its optimal energy 

point is away from the one for top mass and they have 
different constraint pattern

ØA closed contour can be achieved
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Summary

ØGreat opportunities for top mass, width, αS measurements with CEPC 
at the 𝑡 ̅𝑡 threshold using the threshold scan method

ØTop mass can be measured with a precision ~1 order of magnitude 
better than hadron colliders at the moment
üThe error including systematic uncertainties is 24 MeV (57 MeV) 

optimistically (conservatively), competitive among future colliders

ØReference: Eur. Phys. J. C (2023) 83:269 arXiv:2207.12177
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ØThe quick scans of CEPC beam 
energy are used to locate the 
optimal energy point before the 
high-luminosity runs

ØCEPC can control the beam 
energy with a precision down to 
10−5 corresponding to ~O(1) 
MeV at tt threshold

ØThis leads to an uncertainty of 2 
MeV, as a small contribution to 
the total

ØCLIC has a control of 10−4 on the 
beam energy, but still gives an 
impact on top mass less than 
the statistical uncertainty

Uncertainties: quick scan and beam energy
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ØA fundamental parameter in SM
ØA stringent check of the internal 

consistency of SM
ØRequired in the evolution of Higgs 

quartic coupling affecting the Higgs 
potential stability at high energy scale

ØOf course, the top mass is the heaviest 
particle “so far”, why?

Why top mass?

JHEP08(2012)098
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CMS top mass
Eur. Phys. J. C 79 (2019) 313


